NOTES for Proper Handling

* ATTENTION – The partitioning boards of the Stacking Shelves (Wide Type) MUST NOT be removed. Also, this type of shelving unit MUST NOT be stood on its side.

WARNING (Failure to adhere to the following instructions could result in serious consequences)

* DANGER – Prevent small children from climbing or playing with the furniture. The shelves may fall, potentially causing injury or damage.
  Use extra caution when steel frames are used without partitioning boards.
  Avoid placing such parts within the reach of children.
  For safety, steel pipes and side supports must always be in place. Usage that does not follow this instruction may result in serious consequences.

NOTES for proper use

* To prevent the shelves from toppling, avoid putting heavy items on the upper shelves while the lower shelves are lightly loaded. Place heavy items on the lower shelves.
* Avoid concentrating weight intensively on one part of a shelf. The shelf could become damaged or deformed.
* Note that a 5-row unit cannot be used as a room divider.
* Damage or deformation may result if the wide type of shelving unit stood on its side or if partitioning boards are removed.
* Do not keep anything valuable or fragile on a shelf.

Structure of the Stacking Shelves

- **Combination examples and maximum loads**

  5 row-basic unit x 1 + 5-row add-on unit x 4

  Place the basic unit vertically and add on sideways.

  Max. load: total 150 kg = 60 kg x 5 units ÷ 2

  The formula for calculating the max. load when units are connected:
  Total max. load = Max. load/per unit x number of units ÷ 2

  3 row-basic unit x 1 + 3-row add-on unit x 1

  Place the basic unit horizontally and add up upward.

  Max. load: total 40 kg = 40 kg x 2 units ÷ 2

  The formula for calculating the max. load when units are connected:
  Total max. load = Max. load/per unit x number of units ÷ 2

Customizing examples

- **Using the shelves with some partitioning boards removed (Regular type only)**

- **Connecting units with different width.**

  Placing a basic unit vertically and adding on sideways.

  * The wide type of shelving unit must not stand on its side.

- **Connecting units with different numbers of rows**

  Placing a basic unit horizontally and adding up upwards.

  * Can add up to five rows.

- **Using the shelves as a room divider**

  Units added up to 3 rows can be used without a wall fastener (enclosed) as a room divider.

  * DO NOT remove any partitioning boards in this format.